

ST.  BERNARD’S COLLEGE
VCE PHYSICS – UNIT 2
FORCE, IMPULSE AND MOMENTUM TEST


Use  g = 9.8 ms -2




1.	A cyclist accelerates at 3.0 ms-2 away from a set of traffic lights.  If the combined mass of the cyclist and his bicycle is 110 kg what is the net force acting on the cyclist and his bicycle?
(2 marks)








2.	A car is moving at a constant speed of 70 km h-1 along the road.  What is the net force acting on the car?
(2 marks)









3.	Madeline is standing at the bus stop. She has a mass of 67 kg.  What is her weight?
(2 marks)








4.	Newton’s third law states “To every action there is an equal and opposite reaction”.  What is the reaction force to Madeline’s weight?
(2 marks)














5.	Ben accelerates away on his motor cycle (combined mass = 300 kg) at 4.0 ms-2.  If the driving force is 1400 N calculate the force of friction acting on Ben and his motorcycle?
(4 marks)












6.	Calculate the momentum of a golf ball of mass 50 g (0.05 kg) moving at 70 ms-1.
(2 marks)










7.	James accelerates in his car of mass 900 kg from rest to a speed of 12 ms-1 in a time 14 s.  What is the net force acting on James’ car?
(3 marks)










8.	A Holden Commodore of mass 1200 kg moving with a speed of 10 ms-1 runs into the back of a pizza delivery van of mass 850 kg which is initially at rest.  The two vehicles lock together after impact.  Calculate the speed with which the two vehicles move off together.
(3 marks)











9.	Using the concepts of impulse and momentum explain why thick safety mats enable pole vaulters to land on their backs with out sustaining injury.
(4 marks)





10.	Jim hits a baseball with his baseball bat.  The force versus time graph for this interaction is shown below.  Calculate the change in momentum of the baseball.
(3 marks)

F (N)

0.02
0.05
700
t (s)



























11.	If the mass of the baseball mentioned above is 200 g (0.2 kg) what is the change in velocity of the baseball?
(2 marks)













12.	Nick (mass = 78 kg) is rolling on his skateboard down an incline at an angle of 300.  If the frictional force acting is 310 N what will be Nick’s speed after moving 20 m?
(3 marks)











TOTAL = 32 MARKS

